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A. HISTORICAL SIKII SIIRINE NEAR CHANDIGARI{:
GT]RDWARA NADHA SAHIB

r Dhillon*4
Sikhism is a young faith among world religions and the word Sikh is derived

from the Pali sikha and the sanskrit shishya, which mean 'disciple'. The "Sikhs are

the disciples of the ten gurus"r beginning with Nanak (l 469'1539) and ending with

Gobind iingt, (1666-1708). Even though it derives its basic concepts from both

Hinduism and Islam, in the'teachings of its founder GuruNanak lies the essence of

the faith. The nine gurus who followed are seen as carrying forward the same jyot,

their lives and teachings continuing the faith ofNanak. The tenth guru Guru Gobind

Singh gave the sil,rhs their distinctive individuality and identity.2 He brought the

sikhs together to form a major religious group.3 On the l't of baisakh month i'e'

April 131 1699 he founded the Khalsa.a At the time of death, Guru Gobind Singh

vested the Guruship in Guru Granth satrib (Adi Granth) and ordained that the spiritual

leadership of the Sikh, oo* on would be vested in the Guru Granth Sahib and the

general body of the Khalsa.5

The Sikh temple is called Gurdwara, the house of Guru, where the Guru

dwells.6 For the Siktrs the guru is the Granth Sahib and thus any building in which it

is placed with reverence is thus a gurdwara. Before the emergence ofthe Harmandir

(dolden Temple), in the early 176 century, as a symbol of the faith, both physical

and metaphysical, its predecessors were called dharma-mandir, dharamsala and

such.? The first dharamsala is attributed to Guru Nanak in Kartarpur, which was

later changed to the architectural form of a gurdwara as it has emerged over

centuries.s Perhaps the Golden Temple (Harmandir) is the earliest monument of

Sikhism which serves as the germinatory seed of the character of a gurdwara

building.e The structure ofttre Golden Temple is attributed to GuruArjan Dev and is

replete-with symbolic meanings and works as the basic model for gurdwara

architecture the Sanctum Sanctorum has four doors, one in all the four directions'

which symbolizes that the temple is open to all regardless of religion, cast and

creed.ro The low plinth of the gurdwara symbolizes the humility of a true Sikh. tt

The Harmandir or Golden Temple in the symbolism inherent in its physical

form and its architectural style, that drew from Mughal atchitettut" with 
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oitfr" nu.iurtf,ani style, seen in elements like the dome, marble inlay worlq r2chhattris

and balconied windows, became a prototype for Sikh religious architecture' A large

number of the gurdwaras are commemorative buildings that are associated with

the Gurus and are at sites that were sanctified by the Guru's presence' The basic

form of the gurdwara with a few variations usually comprises of a Nishan Sahibt3'

the darshini deorhi (entrance gateway), a hall for congregational prayer, a langar

hall and ajodaghar. In the centre of the congregational prayer hall the Guru Granth

Sahib is formally installed, thus also making it the sanctum of the gurdwara'

Gurdwara Shri Nadha Sahib Patshahi Dasvin in Panchkula is one such

gurdwara near Chandigarh with historic importance. The site of the gurdwara was

sanctilied with presence ofthe tenth guru Guru Gobind Singh ji.ta The Gurdwara is

part of Kalka tehsil, Panchkula. It lies 2 kilometers southeast of Panchkula across

ihe river Ghagghar on the state highway. This place is said to commemorate the

visit of Guru Gobind Singh, who along with his army stayed here for a few days on

the way from Paonta sahib to Anandpur sahib, after the victory at Bhangani in

1688.rt According to the 'Mahan Kosha' written by Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha;

,.Earlier Nadha was a village under Rajpura tehsil of Patiala. Guru Gobind Singh

camped here for a few days while his movement from Paonta Sahib to Anandpur

Sahib.'r6 The Gurdwara is named after one Nadu Shah, a great disciple of Guru

Gobind Singh, who rendered service to the Guru during his stay at this place't7 This

sacred spotremained ambiguous till the time Bhai Motha Singh of a nearby village

discovered it and raised here a platform to preserve the memory ofthe Guru's visit'

Later on the original Manji Sahib was replaced by a double storied domed structure'

In 1948 the shrine was under the Dharmarth Board of Patiala and East Punjab

States Union which was taken over by the Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak

committee after the merger of the state with the Punjab in 1956.t8

The gurdwara is aligned on the southwest-northeast axis and faces the

southwest.Alongtheway fromthe mainroadtowards the main gate ofthe gurdwara

there are small shops selling Sikh ceremonial material and gutkas etc' On the

southwest side of the premises lies the main gate which opens into a courlyard

towards the west, adjoining the boundary wall of which is the Prashad Ghar facing

the southeast. In the centre of the courtyard on a low plinth is the main gurdwara or

sanctum hall approached by two steps, preceded by a chubachate (foot bath), and

surrounded by a pillared verandah on all four sides. At the four corners ofthe

verandah are rooms projecting outwards and rising up three stories' Out of these

four rooms, the room at the back on the east side is the sachkhand,2o the rooms at
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the back on the north side and in front on the west side are for akhand path2t and

the room on the front south side has the staircase which leads to the upper storey of
the hall. There is a row of 18 rooms along the outer edge of the plinth meant for
akhand path. In the courtyard in front of the hall on the west side is the nishan

sahib22. On the south side of the main hall is the space for performing kirtan and

langar of tea. Before the main gate of the gurdwara on the northwest side is the
jora ghar and on the southeast side is the hall for langar'3 and above it the kitchen

and on the first floor are rooms used as offices. The gurdwara is still under

construction. On the southwest side a huge entrance gateway is being built flanked

by rooms on either side. The rooms lining the outer side will have the jora ghar, on

the inner side the rooms will be used for various purposes such as for selling Sik*r

ceremonial material and gutkas etc.

The main hall of the gurdwara where the Guru Granth Sahib is installed is

rectangular in ground plan measuring 88 (L) X 58 (W) feet approximately and

faces the southwest. It appears to be a double storied hall from outside but inside

the ceiling rises to double storey height. The walls of the hall have multiple doors

and windows interspersed with pilasters. Inside the hall a balcony runs along all
four sides and cusped arch openings look dov',n towards the central area ofthe hall.

The roof of the central section is at double storied height. On entering the hall one

moves towards the area where the Guru Granth Sahib rests under a carved marble

canopy. A low metal railing divides the hall into to two sections, the first section is

meant only for the congregation and the second section is where the Guru Granth

Sahib is installed. The second section of the hall has one large cusped arch which
rises up to the ceiling. This is flanked by one cusped arch on each side which rise to
half the height of the central arch. Beyond the central arch is the space for placing

the Guru Granth Sahib which measures about 25 X 25 feet. The other three sides of
this space also have semi circular arches one in each side. The enclosure made by

these arches contains the Guru Granth Satrib which is installed on a platform with a
marble canopy above it.2a Underthe marble canopy roof is a cloth canopy. In front
ofthis platform on a lowerplatform differentweapons are displayed with bouquets

of flowers. The marble canopy under which the Guru Granth Sahib is installed is

supported on four pillars, one in each corner, with arched openings in between. The

arches are decorated with carved foliate pattems. Above the arch there is a projecting

eave forming a semicircular arch. The canopy is surmounted by a curvilinear sloped

roof superstructure which is crowned by an inverted lotus and a kalasha finial. The

base of the superstructure is decorated with carved floral patterns. In the hall the

l.
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."iiirg'*o"r the balconies and the four arched facades around the Guru Granth

SahibL profuselydecoratedwithcoloured glass mosaic set in differentgeometical

and florai patterns. Inside and outside the hall the floors, walls, platforms and

superstructures all are clad in white marble'

The pillared verandah that forms a pradakshinapath around the hall is about

13 feetwide and has an imposing double storied entrance portal which leads to the

doors of the hall. This .ot un."l, crowned by three kiosks; one in the centre and

one on each side. The central kiosk is rectangular in plan and has three cusped

openings in the front and back and one cusped opening in each ofits sides' The four

,id", oi tt i, kiosk have cusped eaves. The kiosk is surmounted by a curvilinear

sloped roof crowned with an inverted lotus and a kalasha finial. The two kiosks on

each side ofthe central kiosk are square in plan and have one cusped arch opening

on each side. They too have cusped eaves on all the sides with a square base

surmounted by a circular base from which rises the dome with vertical ribs on it

crowned by an inverted lotus and a finial. On each side of these kiosks is placed a

cupola. ThL lower half of the entrance portal has a cusped arch door which leads to

the main door ofthe hall. The upper half of the portal has a balconied window with

five cusped arched openings with a cusped eave over them. This window has a

curvilinear sloped roof over it which is crowned by an inverted lotus and a kalasha

finial. on either side of the entrance the lower half of the building has three small

cusped arch doors which flank the central cusped door. The upper storey over

these doors has the same number of small windows with cusped arches over them

and these windows flank the projected balconied window in the centre' All the

walls and the floor are faced with white marble. The jambs and the lintel of the

entrance are beautifully carved in foliate motifs. On the key stone of the entrance

is carved Ikomkarwhictr is nanrcd bythe Sikh emblem which shows two crossed

swords (kirpans) surrounding a quoit (chakkar) intersected by a double edged sword

(Khanda).

The colonnaded verandah has cusped arched openings, which are nine at

the back and eleven on both sides. The first storey above it has the same number of

windows with cusped arches over them. Above the first storey of the hall is an

eave with a low parapet on all the four sides. The parapet is lined with domical

finials at regular intervals that essentially crown the pillars that rise up from the

groundfloor.

At all the four corners of the verandah is a room. All the four rooms are

identical and are octagonal in plan. These rooms rise up three stories and all the
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over the third storey there is a cusped eave surmounted by a very low parapet'

This parapet has miniature size cupoias placed at regular intervals' Above this from

a circular base rises u ao,n, with vertical ribs and this is crowned by an inverted

lotus motif. The base ofthe dome is decorated with two rows of lotus petal motifs'

Thesuperstructureoverthemainhallissquareinplanandtwostoried.The
first storey is square in plan with five cusped arch entrances on each side' It has

eavesonallthesideswhichissurmountedbyalowparapet.-Theroofhasakiosk
or chhatri in each corner and four domical finials on each side' The kiosks have a

cuspedopeningineachsideandaresunnountedbyadomeshapedsuperstructure
crowned with inverted lotus motif. The second storey of the superstructure is also

squarebutsmallerinsize.Ithasthreecuspedarchopeningoneachsideandone
circular opening over the central entrance. This storey has a cusped eave on all the

sides with a parapet over it. on the corners ofthe parapet are chhatris similar to the

kiosks made on the first storey of the superstructure. In between these kiosks is a

row of eleven cupolas on each side. In the centre of the second storey of the

,uf..rt o"ture is a circular base above which rises the dome' The base ofthe dome

isdecoratedwithengravedflowerpetals.Thedomehasverticalribsonitandis
surmounted by an inierted lotus motii which is crowned by two kalasha' a chhatra

and a two edged sword (Khanda) finial'

Theplatform fortheNishan sahib is made ofwhite marble and is octagonal

in shape. There is a recessed panel on each side and the sikh emblem and ikomkar

are carved on alternate sides. The tall mast or column above the platform is clad in

yellow cloth on top it has a triangular flag with the Sikh emblem of two crossed

swords, which symbolize miri (emporal) anJ piri (spiritual) power, with a surrounding

circle(quoiQintersectedbyadoubte-edgeddagger(khanda).NishanSahibmarks
the gurdwara from a distance and is its most identifiable feature of a gurdwara'

Althoughthesiteofthisgurdwaraislinkedtothesikhhistorybutthe
buildingisentirelynewandhavebeenrenovatedtimeandagain'Thepresent
architecture of the gurdwara incorporates arcaded verandah surrounding the main

hall ofthe gurdwara" octagonal rooms abuttingthe corners ofthe verandah' darshani

deorhi preceding the maii'gurdwara hall, balconied window, and the use of cupolas

and chhatris alongthe roof and centrally placed impressive domical superstructure

crowning the gurdwara. The core inspiration for these elements seems to have

been driien from the architecture of the Golden Temple at Amritsar'
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